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Method details {#se0155}
==============

Data collection {#sec0005}
---------------

The first step is to locate the populations or population nuclei in which the data collection will be carried out. Once the target cliffs to be monitored have been selected, a photograph is taken of each one, seeking the maximum perpendicularity of the wall. To minimize the spatial deformation, if the cliff is very wide, several photos are taken at regular distances. The image is measured using Geographic Information System (GIS) software and the picture is adjusted so the dimensions correspond to the actual distance, following the method developed by Goñi et al. \[[@bib0005]\]. To explain this method we have selected as an example the north wall of "Aguja del Pastel" Peak. This vertical wall is located in the Curavacas Massif (Palencia, Spain). The area of the studied wall is 1470 m^2^ approximately. A 10 × 10 m grid is then added to the image, assigning an individual identification code to each of the grid-cells ([Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}). In the case study, the grid-cells at the extremities, which showed a very small percentage of rock in the photograph, were eliminated to avoid the edge effect.Fig. 1Image of a cliff. It has been treated through the use of Geographic Information System (GIS) software. The dimensions of the image correspond to the real distance. A 10 × 10 m grid was then added to the image, assigning an individual identification code to each of the grid-cells. Red numbers represent the cells that were removed to avoid the edge effect.Fig. 1

To carry out data collection on rocky cliff faces, the authors propose an adaptation of the methodology for rupicolous species based on counting units using optical devices \[[@bib0010],[@bib0005]\]. The counting units are termed "visual units". These correspond to the number of individuals that can be observed with the naked eye using the optical devices employed for this purpose. A 20×60× terrestrial telescope was used to conduct the data collection. Depending on the final objective of the data collection, the choice of these "visual units" may differ. This method can be applied to the whole population, or it can be applied only to the data collection of mature individuals \[[@bib0015]\]. To counteract errors linked to the observer and to adjust for bias, as well as to avoid underestimating or overestimating the population, a correction factor -- CF -- was used \[[@bib0010],[@bib0005]\]. The CF measures the relationship between the number of "visual units" observed using optical devices and the actual count in accessible areas. The inability to find enough accessible areas on rocky cliff faces, a necessary requirement to calculate the CF, led the present authors to adapt the calculation to inaccessible rocky cliff face conditions. To do so, between 30 and 40 easily delimited areas had to be selected where the observers carried out two counts: one with the same lens used for the original data collection (20×) and the other with a higher magnification lens, which enabled individuals to be counted with greater precision (60×). If there were enough accessible areas, the ratio between the real number of individuals and the number of "visual units" could be used to estimate the total number of individuals from the number of visual units recorded in inaccessible areas or populations \[[@bib0010]\]. This procedure must be repeated for each observer and for the different sampling years. In this case, the distance from the observers to the cliff was 400 m. The ratio between both measurements (20×/60× or real number of individuals/number of visual units) is used to estimate the CF. The data obtained must be adjusted to a normal distribution in order to calculate the mean. The average was multiplied by the total of "visual units" recorded for each grid-cell.

For subsequent calculations, a data collection of at least the full cliff face is recommended.

Adjustment of the theoretical distribution model {#sec0010}
------------------------------------------------

Once the complete results of the data collection had been obtained by adding the individual results of each of the grid-cells, the data were analyzed using the MASS package \[[@bib0020]\] and the fitdistrplus package \[[@bib0025]\] from R statistical software \[[@bib0030]\]. Other R packages were used to perform the necessary operations (see Supplementary material -S1-): readxl \[[@bib0035]\], dplyr \[[@bib0040]\], tidyr \[[@bib0045]\] and ggplot2 \[[@bib0050]\].

Firstly, the best adjustment of the data to possible distributions was determined. Different theoretical distributions that could explain the real distribution of the species were compared \[[@bib0055]\]. In the present case the data were adjusted to the following theoretical distributions: Geometric, Poisson and Negative Binomial. The data were adjusted to the different distributions in each case. To assess which theoretical model the data were best suited to, the observed frequencies and the theoretical frequencies were compared. To this end, a graphical analysis and goodness of fit Chi-square (χ²) test were performed. The following initial hypothesis (H~0~) is proposed: the observed frequencies did not significantly differ from the expected frequencies. H~0~ is rejected if the p-value obtained was less than the chosen significance level for the test (0.05).

In order to make a numerical evaluation of the model that exhibited the best adjustment, the indices Aikake\'s Information Criterion -- AIC -- \[[@bib0060]\] and Bayesian Information Criterion -- BIC -- \[[@bib0065]\] had to be analyzed. Models that exhibit a lower value of these indices are regarded as a better fit.

The graphical evaluation was carried out by analyzing the Cumulative Distribution Function -- CDF -- ([Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}), PP Plot and QQ Plot graphics ([Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}). PP Plot graphics were built from the empirical distribution function of the sample (x) and designed so as to represent each empirical observation versus the expected value, thereby obtaining a straight line. QQ Plot graphics represent empirical quantiles obtained in the sample versus the corresponding quantile of the distribution.Fig. 2Probability density adjusted to a Geometric, Poisson and Negative Binomial theoretical functions and CDF (Cumulative Distribution Function) empirical and theoretical. Red lines represent theoretical data and black lines represent empirical data.Fig. 2Fig. 3PP and QQ empirical and theoretical plots.Fig. 3

Minimum effort calculation {#sec0015}
--------------------------

Taking into account that the final result (the result of the completed data collection) was known, the authors proceeded to determine the smallest sample size that could be stipulated in order to obtain a reliable measure of population size, thus determining the minimum effort required to carry out the data collection. In order to do so, the total data were adjusted to the distribution that presented the best adjustment and the parameters of this distribution were thus obtained. Subsequently, different data subsets were created, gradually reducing the sample sizes and then calculating the estimated population number to compare it with the real number and also the confidence intervals (CI). The percentage of plots sampled was reduced by 5% each time, starting at 90% and ending at 5%, always selecting plots at random.

CI values were calculated using two methods: "Maximum Likelihood" (ML) and "Simple Bootstrap" (SB). ML is an approximation to the normal logarithm transformation of the variable. This method makes it possible to find the probability distribution that makes the observed data more likely. SB is a method for calculating CI in which the initial sample (the percentage of grid-cells sampled) was resampled with replacement \[[@bib0070], [@bib0075], [@bib0080]\]. In this case, the initial sample was resampled 10,000 times. The process was repeated 25 times for each of the plots sampled.

The results are represented by a series of boxplots (box and whisker plot) in which CI values (mean, maximum and minimum) appear as well as the estimated population number calculated for 25 repetitions ([Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"}). For each dataset, the most exact CI calculation method would be selected, that is to say, the one with the smallest error bar. In [Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"}, the boxplot diagrams make it possible to visually determine that smaller intervals were obtained using the two methods and how CI are reduced as the sample rate is increased. [Fig. 5](#fig0025){ref-type="fig"} represents the range of mean values obtained with the two proposed methods. [Fig. 6](#fig0030){ref-type="fig"} represents the CI obtained for a previously selected sampling value (55% in these examples). After performing a detailed analysis, the method with the lowest CI must be selected.Fig. 4Confidence Intervals (CI) calculated for each percentage of random sampling using two methods: "Simple Bootstrap" (BS) and "Maximum Likelihood" (ML). The red line represents the total population size.Fig. 4Fig. 5Range of mean values obtained with "Simple Bootstrap" (BS) and "Maximum Likelihood" (ML).Fig. 5Fig. 6The CI values obtained for a previously selected sampling value (55%) with "Simple Bootstrap" (BS) and "Maximum Likelihood" (ML).Fig. 6

A graphical analysis allows the determination of the minimum sampling effort that can be applied to carry out a data collection of each specific real case while maintaining the highest possible accuracy in the calculations. This method also enables the population number to be calculated, based on incomplete information. This is very useful in sampling areas where the weather is very variable. It would allow the population to be inferred if the data collection could not be completed. The proposed method could be very useful in other experimental methodologies that involve inaccessibility and/or extreme environments. This method was previously applied in the article published by Alfaro-Saiz et al. \[[@bib0085]\].

Appendix A. Supplementary data {#sec0025}
==============================

The following are Supplementary data to this article:

Appendix S1 contains the R code to facilitate the application of this method by other scientists.
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Supplementary material related to this article can be found, in the online version, at doi:<https://doi.org/10.1016/j.mex.2019.05.021>.
